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Estimation of residue depletion of cyadox and its marker residue in edible tissues of pigs using
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University, Manhattan, KS 66506, USA; cHubei Collaborative Innovation Center for Animal Nutrition and Feed Safety, Huazhong
Agricultural University, Wuhan, 430070, China; dNational Reference Laboratory of Veterinary Drug Residues (HZAU) and MAO Key
Laboratory for Detection of Veterinary Drug Residues, Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, 430070, China

(Received 2 June 2015; accepted 22 September 2015)

Physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models are powerful tools to predict tissue distribution and depletion of
veterinary drugs in food animals. However, most models only simulate the pharmacokinetics of the parent drug without
considering their metabolites. In this study, a PBPK model was developed to simultaneously describe the depletion in
pigs of the food animal antimicrobial agent cyadox (CYA), and its marker residue 1,4-bisdesoxycyadox (BDCYA). The
CYA and BDCYA sub-models included blood, liver, kidney, gastrointestinal tract, muscle, fat and other organ
compartments. Extent of plasma-protein binding, renal clearance and tissue-plasma partition coefficients of BDCYA
were measured experimentally. The model was calibrated with the reported pharmacokinetic and residue depletion data
from pigs dosed by oral gavage with CYA for five consecutive days, and then extrapolated to exposure in feed for two
months. The model was validated with 14 consecutive day feed administration data. This PBPK model accurately
simulated CYA and BDCYA in four edible tissues at 24–120 h after both oral exposure and 2-month feed administration.
There was only slight overestimation of CYA in muscle and BDCYA in kidney at earlier time points (6–12 h) when
dosed in feed. Monte Carlo analysis revealed excellent agreement between the estimated concentration distributions and
observed data. The present model could be used for tissue residue monitoring of CYA and BDCYA in food animals, and
provides a foundation for developing PBPK models to predict residue depletion of both parent drugs and their
metabolites in food animals.

Keywords: cyadox; 1,4-bisdesoxycyadox; PBPK modelling; tissue depletion; residue prediction; sensitivity analysis;
Monte Carlo analysis

Introduction

Violative residues of veterinary drugs in animal-derived
foods are a great challenge to global food safety (Baynes
and Riviere 2014). Traditional surveillance of veterinary
drug residues relies on their detection in incurred sam-
ples, which is expensive and time-consuming. Over the
past few decades, several methods have been developed
to predict the residue profile of veterinary drugs in food
animals, including traditional pharmacokinetic (Mercer
et al. 1977; Riviere 2011) as well as tissue-body fluid
(blood and urine) correlation approaches (Chiesa, von
Bredow, Nochetto et al. 2006; Chiesa, von Bredow,
Smith et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2010; Yang et al. 2010).
However, these methods cannot describe continuous
tissue residue profiles under various exposure scenarios.
Their lack of physiological roots also prevents these
empirical approaches from quantitating effects of specific
physiological or disease states on drug disposition and
residue depletion.

Physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK)
modelling is a computational technique that incorporates
species-specific physiological parameters and chemical-
specific dynamic information to simulate the absorption,
distribution, metabolism, and excretion of compounds in
the body. A PBPK model is an excellent tool for the
prediction of veterinary drug residues because it can be
used to simulate continuous tissue residue time–
concentration profiles and allows extrapolation across
exposure routes, doses, and species. Several PBPK models
have been developed to predict veterinary drug residues in
food animals (Craigmill 2003; Buur et al. 2006, 2008;
Cortright et al. 2009; Leavens et al. 2012, 2014). All of
these models successfully simulated the depletion of
parent drug, with only two recent models describing the
kinetics of their metabolites (Yang, Huang, et al. 2014;
Yang et al. 2015). To date, no single model has linked the
disposition of both moieties which is crucial since food
safety is estimated from total drug and metabolite
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exposure, but is then monitored based only on either the
parent drug or one metabolite serving as a marker residue.
A comprehensive model describing both is important for a
realistic risk profile to be established.

Cyadox (CYA) is a synthetic 1,4-dioxide quinoxaline
antimicrobial agent for use in food-producing animals,
including pigs and chicken (Wang et al. 2005; Ding,
Wang et al. 2006, Ding, Yuan et al. 2006). CYA is less
toxic than its congeners, olaquindox and carbadox (He et al.
2006; Huang et al. 2010; Wang, Fang, et al. 2011; Wang,
He, et al. 2011). However, excessive exposure to CYA has
been reported to cause adverse effect on mouse and human
microflora (Hao et al. 2013; Huang et al. 2013).

A recent study reported CYA pharmacokinetics after
oral administration (Zhao et al. 2013). Once absorbed,
CYA is extensively metabolised in the liver and intestine,
producing a number of metabolites, with BDCYA (1,4-
bisdesoxycyadox) being the main metabolite and desig-
nated as the marker residue in some jurisdictions (Liu
et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2012; Huang et al. 2015).
BDCYA, the N-oxide reduction product of CYA, is
formed by reducing oxygen on both the N1 and N4 sites
on the benzene moiety which would lead to DNA damage
by intermediate radical production (Badham & Winn
2010; Huang et al. 2010). Hence, BDCYA could be a
potential toxic metabolite of CYA, and should be consid-
ered together with the parent drug for food safety con-
cerns. Pharmacokinetic and residue depletion of CYA in
pigs after oral and dietary exposures have been reported
(Li et al. 2013; Qiu 2012; Zhao et al. 2013) with CYA and
BDCYA depletion being relatively rapid in tissues of pigs.
A PBPK model for quinoxaline-2-carboxylic acid (QCA),
one of the CYA metabolites, was developed in rats and
pigs (Yang et al. 2015).

Based on the extensive data available for CYA and
BDCYA in pigs, the objective of the present study was to
develop a PBPK model to simultaneously simulate the
concentrations of CYA and BDCYA in liver, kidney,
muscle and fat after oral gavage dosage and feed admin-
istration to pigs. To aid model development, several addi-
tional experiments were conducted to obtain key model
parameters, including plasma-protein binding, renal clear-
ance and tissue-plasma partition coefficients of BDCYA.
Finally, an additional pharmacokinetic study of CYA in
pigs after 14-day feed exposure was conducted to further
evaluate model performance.

Materials and methods

Experimental studies for model development

Chemicals and reagents

The premix of CYA (5%) was provided by the Institute of
Veterinary Pharmaceuticals (Wuhan, China). Standards of
CYA (>99.0%) and BDCYA (98.5%) were obtained from

the Institute of Veterinary Pharmaceuticals (Huazhong
Agricultural University, Wuhan, China). Stock solutions
(1.0 mg/mL) were prepared by dissolving CYA and
BDCYA in dimethylsulfoxide. Working mixed standard
solutions (0.01 mg/mL) were prepared by diluting the
stock solution with methanol. All solutions were kept in
brown containers and stored at −20°C.

Animals

Thirty-three healthy castrated crossbred (Duroc × Large
white × Landrace) pigs (80 days old, weight 15–35 kg)
were purchased from the Livestock and Poultry Breeding
Centre of Hubei Province (Wuhan, China). The pigs were
fed with a basal diet without antimicrobial agents/com-
pounds and acclimatised for one week before the experi-
ment. Pigs were housed in six 8 m × 10 m pens under
standard environmental conditions (25 ± 2°C; 45–65% rela-
tive humidity). Feed was withheld approximately 12 h before
until 4 h after drug administration, while water was available
ad libitum. The experimental procedures involving animals
in this study were approved by the Animal Care Centre,
Hubei Academy of Medical Sciences.

Experiment 1: plasma protein binding of CYA and BDCYA

The plasma protein bindings of CYA and BDCYA
were determined using the equilibrium dialysis method
(Cheng et al. 2013). Fresh blank pig plasma samples
(n = 15, 1 mL each) were placed into 15 dialysis bags
(molecular-weight cut-off 8000–14,000 Da) and incubated
with 10 mL of different concentrations (0.05, 0.5 and 1.0 µg/
mL) of CYA and BDCYA in phosphate buffer at 4°C for
48 h. One hundred micro-litre dialysis filtrate solutions were
sampled and analysed by HPLC as described below. The
value of plasma protein binding was equal to the amount of
bound drug divided by the total amount added:

Pb ¼ Dt � Df

Dt
� 100% (1)

where Pb is the plasma protein binding percentage, Dt is the
amount in blood, and Df is the amount in phosphate buffer.

Experiment 2: renal clearance of CYA and BDCYA

Pigs (20 ± 5.8 kg, n = 4) were injected with 1.5 mg/kg
of CYA through the ear vein, and then with 1.5 mg/kg
of BDCYA after a washout period of 10 days. Blood
samples (5 mL) were collected via precava before and
3 h after administration. Urine samples were collected
and volumes recorded every 6 h. Plasma samples
(0.4 mL) were decanted into a clean centrifuge tube
(1.5 mL, vortex-mixed with 4 mL methanol for
2 min), and centrifuged (10,000 r/min, 25°C, 10 min).
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The supernatants were filtered with 0.22 μm filtration
membrane and the filtered solutions analysed by HPLC.
Urine samples (2 mL) were mixed with water (4 mL)
and processed with HLB column. The Oasis HLB car-
tridge (3 mL, 60 mg, Waters column) was conditioned
by passing 3 mL methanol followed by 3 mL water, and
then the prepared urine samples were loaded onto
the cartridge, washed with 3 mL water/methanol
(90/10, v/v), followed by one additional washing with
3 mL methanol. Eluates were extracted two times with
methylene dichloride, taken to dryness under a stream
of nitrogen at 45°C. The residue was dissolved with
methanol (1 mL) followed by vortexing for 1 min.
The solutions were then passed through the filtration
membrane (0.22 um) for HPLC analyses.

The HPLC consisted of a Waters 2695 pump and 2487
UV detector. An Eclipse XDB-C18 HPLC column
(250 mm × 4.6 μm) was used for sample separation. The
mobile phase consisted of acetonitrile/water (18/82 v/v
for CYA, 22/78 v/v for BDCYA). The flow rate was
1.0 mL/min. The wavelength was programmed at 320 nm
for CYA and then switched to 280 nm for BDCYA. The
value of renal clearance was calculated as the rate of excre-
tion of CYA and BDCYA in urine divided by the plasma
concentration at the midpoint time of urine collection:

Cl ¼ dX=dt

Cb
(2)

where Cl is the renal clearance, Cb is the concentration of
the compound in plasma at the midpoint time of urine
collection, X is the amount of the compound in urine and t
is the time of urine collection (Riviere 2011).

Experiment 3: tissue/plasma partition coefficient

BDCYA solution (0.5 mg/mL) was infused into
pigs (20 ± 4.0 kg, n = 4) via the ear vein at a rate of 2 mL/
min for 60 min (3.0 mg/kg b.w.) until the concentration of
BDCYA in plasma reached the steady state. Subsequently, all
pigs were slaughtered using captive bolt stunning equipment
and exsanguinated on the basis of guidelines provided by the
American Veterinary Medical Association for euthanasia
(AVMA 2001). Blood, liver, kidney, fat, and muscle samples
were collected and analysed using a HPLC method pre-
viously described (Zhang et al. 2005) with minor modifica-
tions. Briefly, homogenates of each tissue sample (2.00 g)
were mixed with ethyl acetate solution (4 mL) in a poly-
ethylene tube (20 mL), followed by 2 min vortexing and
10 min centrifugation (3500 r/min, 25°C). The supernatant
was decanted, and the residues were twice extracted by ethyl
acetate. The extractions were combined and dried under a
stream of nitrogen at 50°C, followed by addition of methyl
cyanides (2 mL) and then 1 min vortexing. N-hexane (3 mL)

was added to remove fat and twice repeated. Finally, this was
extracted with acetonitrile, dried under a stream of nitrogen
at 50°C, and then 1 mL methanol added and vortex-mixed
for 1 min. All solutions were then analysed with HPLC using
the same method as for the plasma and urine samples
described above. The partition coefficients for non-eliminat-
ing tissues (liver, muscle and fat) and eliminating tissue
(kidney) were calculated using Equations (3) and (4), respec-
tively, as follows:

Pt ¼ Ct;SS

Cb;SS
(3)

Pt ¼ Ct;SS

Cb;SS :ð1� EÞ (4)

where Pt represented the tissue-to-plasma partition coeffi-
cients of BDCYA; Ct,ss and Cb,ss are the steady-state
concentrations of BDCYA in tissues (muscle, liver, adi-
pose and kidney) and plasma, respectively; and E is the
renal extraction ratio calculated as renal clearance divided
by the blood flow to kidney.

Experiment 4: residue depletion study of cyadox in pigs

Twenty-five healthy pigs, weighing 30 ± 2.5 kg (80 days
old), were divided into five groups, and fed with medicated
feed at 200 mg/kg for consecutive 14 days. At 0.25, 1, 3, 7
and 14 days after the end of exposure, pigs (n = 5/time point)
were slaughtered as described above in Experiment 3. Liver,
kidney, muscle and fat samples were collected and stored at
−20°C until analysis. Each tissue sample (2.0 ± 0.01 g) was
mixed with 1% metaphosphoric acid (6 mL) in methanol/
acetonitrile/water (50:10:40, v/v/v) in a 50 mL polypropy-
lene centrifuge tube, followed by centrifugation for 10min at
4000g. The supernatants were then mixed with 1%metapho-
sphoric acid, and extraction solutions loaded onto the HLB
column (60 mg, 3 mL) previously pre-conditioned with
methanol (3 mL) and water (3 mL). The column was washed
with water (3 mL) and 10% methanol (3 mL), and then
eluted with methanol at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min into a 10
mL polypropylene tube and diluted by 2% metaphosphoric
acid (3 mL). All flow rates for conditioning and washing
were lower than 3 mL/min. Next, chloroform (6 mL × 2) was
added to the extracted solutions and the contents were mixed
for 2 min and centrifuged for 10 min at 4000g. The lower
layer was transferred into a 50 mL centrifuge tube, 200 μL
10% sodium hydroxide solution added and the third back
extraction was repeated. The three back extracts were then
combined and evaporated to dryness under a stream of
nitrogen at 40°C. The residue was dissolved with 400 μL
acetonitrile/water (15:85, v/v). The solution was then filtered
through a 0.22 μmnylonMillipore chromatographic filter for
HPLC analysis. The HPLC analysis procedure was the same

2004 L. Huang et al.
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as described in experiment 3 except that the mobile phase
was changed to the following gradient profile (t in min): t0ʹ,
A = 15%, B = 85%; t4ʹ, A = 30%, B = 70%; t25ʹ,
A = 15%, B = 85%.

The method was validated with reference to the
validation procedure for residues in food animal products
as described in the EU Commission Decision 2002/657/
EC under Council Directive 96/23/EC. The validation
metrics of specificity, linearity, limit of detection and
quantitation (LOD and LOQ), accuracy and precision for
the method were determined. The blank tissue samples
were spiked with CYA and BDCYA at each of three
concentrations (20, 40 and 80 µg/kg) to estimate the
recovery and standard deviation. Figure 1 shows this
method had excellent specificity because no interference
was observed in the retention time of CYA and BDCYA.
The validation results showed that the LOQ for CYA
and BDCYA was 0.02 mg/kg and the linearity of CYA
and BDCYA was Y = 65.816× – 2093.2 (r = 0.999) and

Y = 88.986× – 500.4 (r = 0.998), respectively. The recov-
eries of CYA and BDCYA in different tissues ranged from
68.8% to 87.5% with a intraday relative standard deviation
of less than 11%.

PBPK model development

Data source for model calibration. The data used to
calibrate the model for CYA and BDCYA are from Li
et al. (2013). Briefly, 35 healthy adult pigs were randomly
divided into seven groups and treated with CYA by oral
gavage at a dosage of 20 mg/kg for 5 days. Pigs (n = 5)
were randomly slaughtered at 12, 24, 72, 120, 168, 216,
and 264 h after the last dosing, and tissue samples (mus-
cle, liver, kidney, and fat) were collected and analysed for
the concentrations of CYA and its metabolites including
BDCYA via a liquid chromatography-tandem mass spec-
trometry method (Li et al. 2013).

Figure 1. Chromatograms of the pig liver, kidney, muscle and fat spiked with standards of CYA and BDCYA at 20 µg/kg.
Note: A, C, E, G: blank liver, kidney, muscle and fat, respectively; B, D, F, H: spiked liver, kidney, muscle and fat, respectively.

Food Additives & Contaminants: Part A 2005
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Software for PBPK model development

AcslX simulation software (Version 3.0.2.1, AEgis
Technologies Group, Inc., Huntsville, AL, USA) was
used for all modelling work including parameter estima-
tion, local sensitivity analysis, and model predictions with
the point estimates and upper and lower uncertainty limits.
Model code is available from our website (http://iccm.k-
state.edu/).

Model structure

The model was composed of two sub-models for CYA
and its main metabolite BDCYA, with each sub-model
consisting of seven compartments (blood, liver, kidney,
adipose, muscle, gastrointestinal tract, and others;
Figure 2). Liver, kidney, adipose, and muscle compart-
ments were included because these organs are common
edible tissues and relevant to food safety. Blood was
included as it is the essential compartment connecting
all other compartments via systemic circulation. Since
CYA was dosed to animals by oral or feed administra-
tion, the gastrointestinal tract was assumed the primary
absorption site and modelled as an independent com-
partment. Additionally, a lumped compartment repre-
senting the other organs is necessary in order to
account for disposition of the drug and its metabolite
to the rest of the body. Faecal and urinary pathways
were the major excretion routes of CYA and its meta-
bolites (Huang et al. 2015). Radiotracer studies have

demonstrated that more than 50% and 44% of the total
drug could be excreted from the faeces and urine,
respectively (Huang et al. 2015), and several metabo-
lites could be detected in liver and intestinal fluid when
CYA was incubated with liver microsomes and intestinal
microflora (Liu et al. 2009; Xu et al. 2011). Hence,
kidney, liver and gastrointestinal tract were selected as
the main compartments for metabolism and elimination.
The present model was constructed based on the follow-
ing assumptions. All compartments were well mixed
and flow-limited. Hepatic and enteric metabolism of
CYA was described using a first-order rate process.
Eliminations of CYA and BDCYA occurred into urine,
bile and faeces, which were also described using a first-
order rate process.

Absorption

The uptake of CYA was described based on Lin et al.
(2011) with some modifications. In brief, CYA is distrib-
uted into the intestinal lumen after gastric emptying
described by the rate constant Kst (h−1). This is followed
by CYA absorption from the intestinal lumen into the GI
tract’s bloodstream, with an intestinal absorption rate con-
stant Ka (h−1). Based on the radiotracer study and in vitro
metabolism of CYA, more than 50% of the dosage could
be excreted in faeces (Huang et al. 2015), with CYA being
further metabolised in the intestine into BDCYA (Xu et al.
2011); Kef and Km2 were used to describe the faecal

Figure 2. Physiologically based pharmacokinetic model structure for cyadox (CYA) and 1,4-bisdesoxycyadox (BDCYA) in pigs
exposed to CYA by oral gavage or in feed.

2006 L. Huang et al.
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excretion and intestine metabolism of CYA, respectively.
Therefore, the rate of CYA decay at the intestinal absorp-
tion site was described as follows:

RI ¼ Kst � AST� Ka � AI� Kef � AI� Km2 � AI
(5)

where RI is the rate of CYA loss in the intestine, µM/h;
AST is the amount of CYA in the stomach, µM; AI is the
amount of CYA in the intestine, µM; Kst is the gastric-
emptying rate constant, h−1; Ka is the absorption rate
constant, h−1; Kef is the intestinal transit rate constant,
h−1; and Km2 is the metabolism rate constant of CYA in
the intestine, h−1.

Distribution

The rate of change for both CYA and BDCYA in each
compartment was described using mass balance differen-
tial equations (Lin et al. 2013, 2015; Leavens et al. 2014).
Based on the assumption that all compartments are flow-
limited, a compound’s distribution is determined by a
process rate-limited by blood flow. As an example, the
flow-limited liver compartment differential rate equation
for CYA is:

RL ¼ QL� CA� CVLð Þ þ RAO� Rmet� Rbile (6)

where RL is the rate of distribution of CYA in the liver,
µM/h; QL is the volume of blood flow to the liver per
hour, l/h; CA is the arterial blood concentration of CYA,
µM; CVL is the liver venous blood concentration of CYA,
µM; RAO is the absorption rate of CYA from the GI tract
via portal vein, µM/h; Rmet is the metabolism rate of
CYA in the liver, µM/h; and Rbile is the elimination rate
of CYA from the bile, µM/h.

Metabolism

The model described the metabolism of CYA to BDCYA
and other metabolites in the liver using the first-order rate
equations as follows:

Rmet ¼ Km1 � CVL (7)

where Km1 is the total metabolism rate constant of CYA
in the liver, /h; and CVL is the liver venous blood con-
centration of CYA, µM.

Elimination

A separate experiment was conducted to determine urine
elimination as described using the following equation
based on Lin et al. (2015):

Rurine ¼ Keu � CVK (8)

Keu ¼ CLcya � BW (9)

where Rurine is the elimination rate of CYA via the urine,
µM/h; Keu is the urine elimination rate constant for CYA,
L/h; and CVK is the kidney venous blood concentration of
CYA, µM. CLcya is the renal clearance of CYA in pigs
which was obtained from Experiment 1, L/(h*kg). BW is
the body weight, kg.

Based on the radiotracer study, high concentrations of
radioactivity could be detected in the bile of pigs, indicat-
ing that biliary excretion is another major route of CYA
elimination. Hence, the following equation was used to
describe the bile excretion rate:

Rbile ¼ Kb � CVL (10)

where Rbile is the elimination rate of CYA via the
bile, µM/h; Kb is the bile elimination rate constant for
CYA, L/h; and CVL is the kidney venous blood concen-
tration of CYA, µM.

Model parameterisation

Physiological parameters including organ volumes, blood
flow rates and body weight for pigs, were obtained from
published sources (Table 1). Most of the chemical-specific
parameters were estimated by the model based on the
previous studies. For example, the radiotracer study
showed that more than 44% of the total drug could be
observed in the urine of pigs within 7 days after a single
oral administration of [3H]-CYA, suggesting that the bioa-
vailability of CYA should be at least 44%. Although
biliary excretion was observed, the amount accounted for
less than 1% of the total drug dosed. Based on these
results, we set the bioavailability to be 0.44. Since CYA
can be metabolised in the intestine, and both the parent
drug and the metabolites can be absorbed in the small
intestine at different rates, we estimated the absorption
rate constant of the parent drug (Ka) and BDCYA (Ka1)
by visually fitting to the plasma concentrations from a
pharmacokinetic study where CYA was orally dosed
(Zhao et al. 2013). The faecal elimination rate constants
of CYA (Kef) and BDCYA (Kef1) were estimated based
on the concentrations of CYA and BDCYA in faeces from
Xu et al. (2012).
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The initial value of Kst was set to be 0.25 as the
literature reported (Buur et al. 2006), and adjusted accord-
ing to the administration route. The renal clearance of
CYA and BDCYA and the tissue/plasma partition coeffi-
cients of BDCYA were determined in Experiments 2 and
3, respectively. The initial values for partition coefficients
of CYA in tissues and plasma were set to be the same as
BDCYA, and subsequently further adjusted by fitting to
the residue depletion data reported by Li et al. (2013).

There were two papers reporting metabolism of
CYA in liver microsomes and intestine, but were lim-
ited to metabolite identification; a kinetic analysis of
metabolite formation has not been reported. Hence,
metabolic parameters cannot be obtained from the
literature. In the present model, the in vivo hepatic
metabolic rate parameters of CYA (Km1) and the
intestinal metabolic parameter (Km2) were estimated

by manual adjustment until optimal simulations of
concentrations of CYA and BDCYA in liver from Li
et al. (2013) were obtained. CYA could be extensively
metabolised in liver and intestine, with several meta-
bolites formed. The fraction of CYA metabolised into
BDCYA in liver and intestine was reported to be 17%
and 20%, respectively (Liu et al. 2009; Huang et al.
2015). Based on these results, the formation rate of
BDCYA in liver and intestine was described as Km1
and Km2, respectively.

The estimated values for plasma protein binding
percentages and renal clearances of CYA and BDCYA are
provided in Tables 2 and 3. The mean plasma protein binding
percentages of CYA (15%) and BDCYA (72%) calculated
from three concentrations were used in the model. The mean
renal clearance value for CYA (0.035 ± 0.015 L/h/kg) and
BDCYA (0.088 ± 0.044 L/h/kg) was adopted in this model.

Bile excretion of CYA and BDCYAwas described with
KbC and KbC1, respectively. Their values were estimated
by visually fitting the simulated concentrations of CYA and
BDCYA in bile to measured data in the radioactivity study
(Xu et al. 2012). The final chemical specific parameters for
CYA and BDCYA are provided in Tables 2–4.

Exposure paradigm extrapolation

After calibration of the model with the oral gavage data-
set, the model was applied to simulate a 60-day feed
administration scenario (Qiu 2012). Briefly, 25 healthy
castrated crossbred pigs, weighing 30 ± 2.0 kg, were
divided into five groups, and fed with medicated feed at
the dose of 150 mg/kg for 60 consecutive days. Five pigs
were slaughtered at 0.25, 1, 3, 7 and 14 days after the end
of exposure, with liver, kidney, muscle and fat samples
collected and analysed for CYA and BDCYA using the
HPLC method as described above.

Feed intake reduces the gastric emptying rate and
decreases the absorption rate of the drug. Therefore, we
adjusted Kst, Ka, and Ka1 accordingly by visually fitting
to the plasma data from Qiu (2012). Optimal simulations
were obtained when Kst, Ka and Ka1 were set to be 0.1,

Table 2. Plasma protein binding percentage of CYA and
BDCYA in pigs.

Drug
Concentration

(µg/mL)

Plasma protein binding percentage (%)

1 2 3 Mean ± SD

CYA 0.05 15.15 15.71 13.93 14.93 ± 0.91
0.5 17.60 16.12 14.81 16.18 ± 1.40
1 15.28 14.57 14.29 14.71 ± 0.51

BDCYA 0.05 71.85 70.10 70.09 70.68 ± 0.83
0.5 73.62 72.91 70.75 72.43 ± 1.22
1 73.21 74.10 73.49 73.60 ± 0.37

Table 1. Physiological parameters for the pig used in the PBPK
modelling process.

Parameter Description Value Sources

Blood flow rates
QCC Cardiac output

(L/h/kg)
5.0 Upton (2008)

QLC Fraction of blood
flow to the liver

0.27 Average of Buur et al.
(2005) and Upton
(2008)

QKC Fraction of blood
flow to the
kidney

0.12 Average of Buur et al.
(2005) and Upton
(2008)

QMC Fraction of blood
flow to the
muscle

0.25 Average of Buur et al.
(2005) and Upton
(2008)

QFC Fraction of blood
flow to the fat

0.13 Average of Buur et al.
(2005) and Upton
(2008)

QGC Fraction of blood
flow to the
intestines

0.18 Tranquilli et al. (1982)

Tissue volumes
VbloodC Fraction of body

weight as blood
0.06 Average of Buur et al.

(2005) and Upton
(2008)

VLC Fraction of body
weight as liver

0.025 Average of Buur et al.
(2005) and Upton
(2008)

VKC Fraction of body
weight as kidney

0.004 Average of Buur et al.
(2005) and Upton
(2008)

VMC Fraction of body
weight as muscle

0.40 Average of Buur et al.
(2005) and Upton
(2008)

VFC Fraction of body
weight as fat

0.32 Average of Buur et al.
(2005) and Upton
(2008)

VGC Fraction of body
weight as
intestines

0.05 Upton (2008)

2008 L. Huang et al.
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0.0012 and 0.0006, respectively. In addition, it has been
shown that feed administration increased the secretion of
bile, the values of KbC and KbC1 were thereby adjusted
accordingly by visually fitting to the liver data from Qiu
(2012). Optimal simulations were obtained when KbC and
KbC1 were set to be 0.015. This model was then used to
simulate the tissue concentrations of CYA and BDCYA
from Qiu (2012).

Model evaluation

The model was validated using the data from a 14-day
consecutive feed administration study described in
Experiment 4. All parameters were kept the same as
those used for simulating the 60-day feed exposure
study. The criterion for a validated model suggested by
the World Health Organisation (WHO 2010) was adopted,
namely, the predictions that are within a factor of 2 of the

Table 3. Renal clearance of CYA and BDCYA in pigs.

Animal number
Concentration in
plasma (µg/L)

Concentration in
urine (µg/L)

Volume of
urine (mL)

Renal clearance
(L/h/kg) Mean ± SD

CYA 1 12.6 306 235 0.478 0.035 ± 0. 015
2 38.5 194 304 0.128
3 20.4 278 323 0.367
4 15.6 190 414 0.420

BDCYA 1 72.9 238 67 0.036 0.0044 ± 0.002
2 124.2 742 57 0.057
3 35.4 163 150 0.115
4 140.3 136 898 0.145

Table 4. Chemical-specific parameters for the development of PBPK model of CYA in pigs.

Parameter Description CYA Sources

BW (kg) Body weight of the pig 30–50 Li et al. (2013), Qiu (2012)

Absorption
F Bioavailability 0.44 Measured from Huang et al. (2015)
Kst (/h) Emptying rate of stomach 0.2 Buur et al. (2006)
Ka (/h) Absorption rate constant of CYA 0.0015 Visual fitting based Qiu et al. (2002)
Ka1 (/h) Absorption rate constant of BDCYA 0.0008 Visual fitting based on Qiu et al. (2002)
PB Plasma protein binding percentage of CYA 0.153 Measured in Experiment 1
PB1 Plasma protein binding percentage of BDCYA 0.722 Measured in Experiment 1

Partition coefficients
PLcya Liver/plasma partition coefficient of CYA 1.0 Visual fitting based on Li et al. (2013)
PKcya Kidney/plasma partition coefficient of CYA 1.28 Visual fitting based on Li et al. (2013)
PMcya Muscle/plasma partition coefficient of CYA 4.55 Visual fitting based on Li et al. (2013)
PFcya Fat/plasma partition coefficient of CYA 1.98 Visual fitting based on Li et al. (2013)
POTcya Other tissues/plasma partition coefficient of CYA 1.0 Assumed the same as in liver
PLbdcya Liver/plasma partition coefficient of CYA 0.91 Measured in Experiment 3
PKbdcya Kidney/plasma partition coefficient of BDCYA 2.87 Measured in Experiment 3
PMbdcya Muscle/plasma partition coefficient of BDCYA 0.32 Measured in Experiment 3
PFbdcya Fat/plasma partition coefficient of BDCYA 0.30 Measured in Experiment 3
POTbdcya Other tissues/plasma partition coefficient of CYA 0.91 Assumed the same as in liver

Metabolism
Km1 C (/h) Liver metabolism rate constant 0.01 Visual fitting based on Li et al. (2013)
Km2 C (/h) Intestinal metabolism rate constant 0.04 Visual fitting based on Li et al. (2013)
FL Fraction of CYA to be metabolised into BDCYA in liver 0.17 Liu et al. (2009)
FI Fraction of CYA to be metabolised into BDCYA in intestine 0.2 Xu et al. (2011)

Excretion
Clcya (L/(h*kg)) Renal clearance of CYA 0.035 Measured in Experiment 2
Clbdcya (L/(h*kg)) Renal clearance of BDCYA L/(h*kg) 0.0044 Measured in Experiment 2
Kef (/h) Faecal excretion rate constant for CYA 0.4 Visual fitting based on Huang et al. (2015)
Kef1 (/h) Faecal excretion rate constant for BDCYA 0.2 Visual fitting based on Huang et al. (2015)
Kbc (/h) Bile elimination rate constant for CYA 0.01 Visual fitting based on Huang et al. (2015)
Kbc1 (/h) Bile elimination rate constant for BDCYA 0.01 Visual fitting based on Huang et al. (2015)

Food Additives & Contaminants: Part A 2009
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experimental data were considered to be acceptable. When
optimal fits could not be achieved across all time points,
fitness to later time points were considered more important
than earlier time points since the data set was richer at
later time points and estimating food safety tissue with-
drawal times was the focus of this work.

Sensitivity analysis

A local sensitivity analysis was performed to determine
which parameter values were most influential on the
AUC0-7d plasma, liver, kidney, muscle and fat concentra-
tions of CYA and BDCYA. Each parameter was increased
by 10% and the corresponding AUC0-7d concentrations
were computed. Normalised sensitivity coefficients
(NSCs) were calculated using Equation (7) (Mirfazaelian
et al. 2006; Lin et al. 2011):

NSC ¼ Δr
r
� Δp

p
(7)

where r is the response variable (e.g., AUC plasma concen-
tration for CYA), Δr is the change of the response variable
value, p is the value of the parameter of interest (e.g., PC of
liver for CYA), and Δp is the change of the parameter value.
A parameter was considered influential if NSC reached a
minimum absolute value of 0.25 (Leavens et al. 2014).

Uncertainty analysis

Monte Carlo analysis was performed to estimate the pre-
diction variability associated with model parameters. Only
those parameters which were shown to be sensitive to the
plasma and tissue concentrations were subjected to Monte
Carlo analysis. The geometric mean, upper 95th percentile
and lower fifth percentile were determined for those para-
meters. The distributions for these sensitive parameters

were taken from the literature or estimated by the model,
and are shown in Table 5. The parameters were assumed
to be log-normally distributed (Barton et al. 2007;
Covington et al. 2007); therefore, the geometric mean of
parameter values from all available datasets (Table 5) was
used to estimate the central tendency for the parameter.
The fifth and 95th percentile values for each parameter
were calculated from the standard deviation of the lognor-
mal-transformed estimates for each data set. The fifth and
95th percentile values were used to determine the lower
and upper estimate of uncertainty for predicted plasma and
tissue concentrations, respectively. Predictions of mean,
lower and upper uncertainty of tissue concentrations of
CYA and BDCYA in liver, kidney, muscle and fat were
compared with reported data (Li et al. 2013; Qiu 2012)
and the experimental data generated from this study.

Results

Model calibration

Model predictions of concentrations of CYA and BDCYA
in edible tissues at different time points after the last dosing
were compared with measured data in pigs dosed orally
with 20 mg/kg b.w. CYA for five consecutive days (Li et al.
2013) (Figure 3). Overall, the model accurately simulated
the kinetic profiles of CYA and BDCYA in four edible
tissues, especially at the later time points (24–120 h)
which are important for residue monitoring and the deter-
mination of regulatory withdrawal times.

Model simulations showed that parent drug residue
concentrations in edible tissues were very low (less
than 100 µg/kg) even at the very early withdrawal
time of 12 h. BDCYA concentrations in liver and
kidney were comparably higher than the parent drug;
in contrast the concentrations of parent drug in muscle
and fat were slightly higher than BDCYA. Parent drug
depleted rapidly in most tissues of pigs with CYA

Table 5. The distribution for the sensitive parameters used in the Monte Carlo analysis.

Parameter Mean SD Upper bound Lower bound Data source

CYA
BW (kg) 50 5.1 51.69 48.31 Li et al. (2013)
Ka (h−1) 0.0015 0.0012 0.0023 0.00067 Qiu et al. (2002)
Bio (%) 44.5 3.99 49.52 42.65 Huang et al. (2015)
CLcya (L/h/kg) 0.035 0.015 0.0476 0.0128 Calculated from Experiment 2
Plcya 1.05 0.49 1.5302 0.5698 Estimated based on Li et al. (2013)
Pkcya 1.38 0.83 2.1934 0.5666
Pmcya 4.55 2.32 6.8236 2.2764
Pfcya 1.98 1.05 3.009 0.951

BDCYA
Ka1(h−1) 0.0008 0.00077 0.0015 0.00011 Qiu et al. (2002)
CLbdcya(L/h/kg) 0.0044 0.0025 0.0072 0.0018 Calculated from Experiment 2
Plbdcya 0.91 0.2 1.16 0.66 Calculated from Experiment 3
Pkbdcya 2.27 0.56 3 1.77 Calculated from Experiment 3
Pmbdcya 0.44 0.16 0.6 0.17 Calculated from Experiment 3
Pfbdcya 0.18 0.15 0.18 0.08 Calculated from Experiment 3
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being at 10 µg/kg at 72 h after the last dosing except
in muscle. BDCYA depleted comparably slower than
the parent drug in liver and kidney, with concentration
remaining at 20 µg/kg even 120 h after the last dosing.
The highest concentration of BDCYA was observed in
kidney. These simulations were consistent with the
radiotracer study which showed that BDCYA persisted
for the longest time in kidney of pigs (Huang et al.
2015).

Exposure paradigm extrapolation

Following calibration with the oral gavage data sets, the
model was extrapolated to simulate a consecutive 60-day
exposure study in feed at a dose of 150 mg/kg as reported in
Qiu (2012). As shown in Table 6, the model-predicted tissue
concentrations of CYA at different withdrawal times were
consistent with the experimental data. The concentrations of
CYA in muscle and fat were slightly overestimated, but still
within two-fold of observed concentrations as deemed
acceptable by WHO modelling guidelines. Similarly, the
model adequately predicted tissue concentrations of
BDCYA at different withdrawal times, except for a slight
overestimation (still within a factor of 2) of BDCYA in
kidney at 6 h after exposure (Table 6).

Model evaluation

Measured concentrations of CYA and BDCYA in edible
tissues of pigs at 6, 24 and 72 h after a consecutive 14-day
exposure to CYA in feed were compared with model

predictions (Table 7). Overall, the model accurately pre-
dicted the tissue concentrations of CYA at different time
points (within 1.5–2-fold). The model performed better in
predicting BDCYA levels in the four tissues at all time
points, except for a slight overestimation at 6 h after
exposure in kidney.

Parameter sensitivity

Thirty-nine model parameters were subjected to sensitivity
analyses for the AUC of CYA and BDCYA in plasma, liver,

Figure 3. Comparison of model predictions (solid and dotted lines) and measured concentrations of cyadox (solid line, square spot) and
bisdesoxycyadox (dotted line, diamond spot) in liver, kidney, muscle and fat of pigs dosed with five consecutive multiple oral gavages of
cyadox.

Table 6. The predicted and measured concentrations of CYA/
BDCYA in edible tissues of pigs dosed with CYA at 150 mg/kg
in feed for consecutive 60 days.

Tissues Time

CYA (µg/kg) BDCYA (µg/kg)

Simulated Observeda Simulated Observeda

Liver 6 25.4b 46.5 ± 9.0 33.3b 55.0 ± 8.7
24 13.5 ˂20 23.9b 20.8 ± 2.5
72 2.9 ˂20 6.1 ˂20

Kidney 6 26.9b 27.5 ± 9.0 104.3b 59.5 ± 10.7
24 16.6 ˂20 75.4b 45.1 ± 4.9
72 3.6 ˂20 19.3b 21.8 ± 2.7

Muscle 6 57.5b 38.6 ± 6.3 11.7 ˂20
24 35.9 ˂20 8.5 ˂20

Fat 6 33.3b 22.2 ± 5.7 11.0 ˂20
24 20.8 ˂20 8.0 ˂20

Notes: aMeasured levels of CYA and BDCYA in tissues of pigs
(Qiu 2012).
bSimulated values are within two-fold range of the experimental data.
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kidney, muscle and fat, resulting in 330 NSCs. The parameters
with at least one absolute value of NSC more than or equal to
0.25 were plotted and are presented in Figure 4. All selected
AUCs were insensitive to physiological parameters, including
blood flow rates and volumes of various tissues. The AUCs of
CYA in tissues were moderately negatively sensitive to the
liver metabolism rate constant (Km1C) with a NSC value of
−0.25, and highly negatively sensitive to body weight (BW),
intestinal metabolism rate constant (Km2C) and renal clear-
ance (Clcya) with NSC values of −0.77, −0.77 and −0.62,
respectively. The AUC of CYA in plasma was highly nega-
tively sensitive to BW, Km2C and Clcya with NSC values of
−0.77, −0.77 and −0.58, respectively. All CYA AUCs were
highly positively sensitive to absorption rate constant (Ka) and
bioavailability with a NSC value of 1.0.

The AUCs of BDCYA in plasma and tissues were
moderately negatively sensitive to liver metabolism rate
constant Clbdcya with a NSC value of −0.26 and highly

negatively sensitive to intestinal transit rate constant
(Kef1) and bile elimination rate constant of BDCYA
(Kbc1) with NSC values being −0.88 and −0.64, respec-
tively. All AUCs of BDCYA were highly positively sensi-
tive to absorption rate constant of BDCYA (Ka) and
bioavailability of CYA with NSC values of 0.97 and 1.0,
respectively. Moreover, the AUCs of CYA and BDCYA in
four edible tissues were highly positively sensitive to the
corresponding partition coefficient (PC) with NSC values
near to 1.0.

Monte Carlo analysis

All the sensitive parameters identified above were sub-
jected to Monte Carlo analyses for each tissue, resulting
in 76 simulation results. The representative Monte Carlo
simulations based on the most sensitive parameters (Ka
and Ka1 for CYA and BDCYA, respectively) were com-
pared to measured concentrations in tissues of individual
pigs after 5-day oral exposure as presented in Figure 5.
The measured individual concentrations generally fell in
the range of predicted concentrations, except for a slight
underestimation of CYA concentrations in liver and kid-
ney, as well as BDCYA concentrations in muscle and fat,
at the early time point of 12 h. Notably, the measured
concentrations of both CYA and BDCYA at terminal
elimination time points, most relevant to residue monitor-
ing and withdrawal time determination, were well covered
by the Monte Carlo simulations.

Discussion

A PBPK model was developed for CYA and its marker
residue BDCYA after oral administration in pigs, and then
scaled to longer term administration in feed. This is the
first PBPK model that simulates the distribution and
depletion of both the parent drug and its marker metabolite
in edible tissues of a food animal species. The model

Figure 4. Normalised sensitivity coefficients (NSCs) of several sensitive model parameters using AUCs for CYA and BDCYA
concentrations in plasma, liver, kidney, muscle and fat as the dose metrics. The simulations were based on five consecutive oral
exposures at 20 mg/kg b.w.

Table 7. The predicted and measured concentrations of CYA/
BDCYA in edible tissues of pigs dosed with CYA at 200 mg/kg
in feed for consecutive 14 days.

Tissues Time

CYA (µg/kg) BDCYA (µg/kg)

Simulated Observeda Simulated Observeda

Liver 6 60.2b 59.3 ± 5.7 31.3b 34.5 ± 5.2
24 30.3 ˂20 23.0b 24.1 ± 2.5
72 3.2 ˂20 5.9 ˂20

Kidney 6 72.5b 66.3 ± 7.2 98.0b 66.0 ± 4.4
24 37.1 ˂20 72.7b 44.2 ± 3.3
72 3.9 ˂20 18.7 ˂20

Muscle 6 43.8b 22.5 ± 6.4 11.0 ˂20
24 28.6 ˂20 8.2 ˂20

Fat 6 40.1b 21.9 ± 3.1 10.3 ˂20
24 27.5 ˂20 7.7 ˂20

Notes: aMeasured levels of CYA and BDCYA in tissues of pigs. (Please
refer to the section of “Experimental study for model development” in the
Methods for detailed description of this residue depletion study.)
bSimulated values are within two-fold range of the experimental data.

2012 L. Huang et al.
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accurately predicted CYA and BDCYA distribution and
depletion in food-safety-relevant and residue-monitored
edible tissues. The model predicted that relatively low
residue quantities of CYA (<100 µg/kg) would occur in
pig tissues after oral dosage of 20 mg/kg even at an early
withdrawal time of 12 h. BDCYAwas the main residue in
pig liver and kidney having higher concentrations and
persisting longer than CYA.

Compared with traditional or population-based phar-
macokinetic models (Li et al. 2015), it is apparent that
PBPK models have great advantages in predicting drug
tissue residues and withdrawal times. PBPK models
provide more comprehensive simulation of drug dispo-
sition characteristics because PBPK model compart-
ments are physiologically based. Thus, PBPK models
could be used to predict the concentration of parent

drug and/or a key metabolite in a specific target tissue
of interest at any time points after a complex exposure
paradigm. From food safety perspective, it is under-
standable that liver, kidney, muscle, and fat should be
included as individual compartments as these organs are
edible tissues. In addition, it should be noted that the
biodistribution of a drug is dependent upon its disposi-
tion in all tissues with plasma as the conduit distributing
drug throughout the body. This is why the blood and
other organs should be included as separated compart-
ments. The strength of a PBPK model is that data which
describes these processes can be directly incorporated
into the model to reduce uncertainty in the tissue resi-
due predictions. It also allows simulations on altered
organ function (e.g., due to disease states or other
physiological variables) to be used to assess their

Figure 5. Monte Carlo simulations for CYA and BDCYA concentrations in edible tissues after consecutive 5-day oral exposure (20
mg/kg b.w.). Solid symbols represent observed values from reported data (Li et al. 2013) and experimental data in this study for
individual pigs. Solid lines represent the mean simulated concentrations; thick dashed lines are the lower simulated concentrations with
5% percentage; shallow dotted lines are the upper simulated concentrations with 95% percentage.
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impact on tissue residue withdrawal. Other empirical
methods confound biodistribution and elimination pro-
cesses with random error in only analysing tissue
depletion.

A PBPK model was recently published for CYA’s
other metabolite, QCA, in rats and pigs (Yang et al.
2015). In contrast to the present work, it was limited
to the description of the kinetics of the metabolite, but
not the parent compound. Furthermore, QCA was con-
sidered as a key metabolite of CYA for residue control
in that work. In contrast, BDCYA was selected as a
marker residue in the present study, which appears
appropriate based on a recent radiotracer study (Huang
et al. 2015) that showed BDCYA was better associated
with residue monitoring and determination of CYA with-
drawal times. Moreover, in the previous model, liver
was considered to be the sole site of biotransformation
(Yang et al. 2015). Since it had been demonstrated that
CYA could be metabolised by intestinal microsomes and
microbial flora, and radiotracer was observed both in
faeces and bile as well as urine (Huang et al. 2015),
the present model incorporated these dynamic processes
to more comprehensively describe the depletion of CYA
and BDCYA in pigs.

A realistic feed exposure scenario was developed
based on the oral gavage model to simulate the depletion
of CYA and BDCYA in edible tissues after drug expo-
sure in feed, which is more closely related to actual field
usage. The present model provides a realistic simulation
of CYA and BDCYA concentrations in plasma and edible
tissues of pigs, which is informative for the design of
dosage regimens and food safety control points. Use of
such models to predict residue depletion and withdrawal
time determination should be more widely adopted. This
is especially true for drugs whose marker residues are
metabolites that often assume a simple fixed ratio to
parent drug concentration, a practice shown to be in
error based upon the PBPK simulations as presented
here. There is no reason to believe that cyadox is unique
in this regard.

Liver and intestine were found to be the main sites of
biotransformation based on the in vitro metabolism studies
(Liu et al. 2009; Xu et al. 2011). Although more than ten
metabolites were produced when CYA was fed to pigs,
some minor intermediate metabolites were described. The
interaction of these metabolites with organs were consid-
ered minor pathways, and a “one-step” major metabolism
pathway for marker residue was used as described by
Corley et al. (2005). Normally a Michaelis-Menten equa-
tion is used to describe the metabolism of exogenous
compounds in the body. However, the amount of
BDCYA linearly increased with CYA incubation with
liver microsomes over time, showing first-order kinetics
(Zhang et al. 2015). Therefore, several first-order rate

constants Km1C and Km2C, instead of Vmax and Km,
were used to describe the average rate of CYA metabolite
formation, and then the fraction of BDCYA to total meta-
bolites was assigned to describe BDCYA formation in
liver and intestine based on the liver microsomal metabo-
lism data in Liu et al. (2009) and intestinal microbial flora
data in Xu et al. (2011). This approach is consistent with
the use of first-order rate constants in several earlier PBPK
models to describe the drug biotransformation (Buur et al.
2005; Yang, Sun, et al. 2014).

As seen from the sensitivity analysis, many para-
meters were influential on the predictions of tissue con-
centrations. In particular, absorption constants, including
Ka, Ka1 and bioavailability, were the most important
factors. Body weight was also influential on the predic-
tion of the tissue concentration. Body weight was fixed
during the calibration of the model because of short
study period (5 days). Since CYA was a feed additive
used in feed for long time, a weight gain equation based
on the results of growth experiment (Wang et al. 2005)
was applied in the feed exposure model to reflect the
influence of increasing body weight on CYA and
BDCYA concentrations.

Metabolic rate constants, as expected, were also
influential in determining the concentrations of CYA in
plasma and tissues. N-oxide reduction is the predomi-
nant metabolic pathway of CYA in pigs (Liu et al.
2009). Xanthine oxidoreductase (XOR) and aldehyde
oxidase (AO) are the key enzymes to catalyse the
N-oxide reduction of quinoxaline 1,4-di-N-oxides
(Liu et al. 2009; Zheng et al. 2011; Cheng et al. 2013;
Mu et al. 2014). Hence, the amount and activity of
xanthine oxidoreductase and aldehyde oxidase in liver
and intestine determine the rate of CYA metabolism. Up
to now, there has been no data on the specific amount
and activity of these enzymes in pigs. It has been
demonstrated that XOR activity is widely detected in
various mammalian tissues including as rats and human,
with the highest levels being found in liver and intestine
(Krenitisky et al. 1974; Parks & Granger 1986). XOR
mRNA levels were also found to be the highest in liver
and intestine of mice and humans (Sarnesto et al. 1996;
Saksela et al. 1998). Based on these findings, the meta-
bolic rate constants of CYA in liver and intestine were
set to be the same in this model.

Monte Carlo simulations were conducted to estimate
the prediction variability caused by differences between
individuals in the present model. The broadest ranges of
values for the sensitive parameter (Ka) were used to
reflect the maximum variation of the tissue concentra-
tion. The wider distributions could result in widening of
the overall spread of Monte Carlo outputs and over-
estimation of population variance. In its application to
the present model, this limitation would produce a more

2014 L. Huang et al.
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conservative estimate of withdrawal time (Buur et al.
2006). The results of Monte Carlo simulations revealed
an excellent coverage between the estimated distribu-
tions and observed data, suggesting the present PBPK
model has the potential to predict the population
kinetics of CYA and BDCAY residues in pigs.
Nevertheless, further studies are needed to update the
model and narrow the prediction variability of the
model as data on the true distributions of the sensitive
parameters are generated. More sophisticated stochastic
approaches to estimate these distributions based on
physiological data could then be applied.

In conclusion, the first PBPK model that simultaneously
simulates CYA and BDCYA concentrations in edible tis-
sues of pigs following oral dosing and prolonged feed
administration was developed based on reported data and
several additional experiments in this study. A satisfactory
simulation of CYA and BDCYA concentrations in edible
tissues was obtained. Prediction variability of the model
was estimated based on Monte Carlo simulations, showing
a good coverage of experimental data. This model provides
a foundation for creating PBPK models for other veterinary
drugs to simultaneously simulate the kinetics of both parent
compounds and metabolites to better predict tissue residues
under varying physiological conditions, disease states, and
routes of drug administration encountered in the field.
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